EXISTING ROADWAY SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE (NEAR SE 6TH ST)
SCALE: NAT

PROPOSED ROADWAY & LRT SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE (WIDENING TO WEST)
ALIGNMENT: C–I
AT-GRADE EMBEDDED DOUBLE TRACK GUIDeway
SCALE: NAT
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EXISTING ROADWAY SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE (NEAR SE 6TH ST)

SCALE: NTS

PROPOSED ROADWAY & LRT SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE (WIDENING TO WEST)
ALIGNMENT: CIT
RETAIEN CUT DIRECT FIXATION DOUBLE TRACK GUIDEWAY
SCALE: NTS
EXISTING ROADWAY SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE
SCALE: NTS

PROPOSED LRT SECTION – BELLEVUE WAY SE & NE 6TH ST (UNDER 8AM)
ALIGNMENT: CIT
MINED TUNNEL DIRECT FIXATION DOUBLE TRACK
SCALE: NTS